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About This Game

The Moment of Silence is a classic point-and-click 3rd person adventure game set in New York City in 2044. Players step into
the role of Peter Wright, an advertising executive currently heading up the Government's 'Freedom of Speech' campaign. When
a heavily armed SWAT team storms his neighbor's apartment, Peter must uncover the truth behind his mysterious disappearance
as he becomes drawn into the deceptive worlds of corruption and power. Fascinating, well researched visions of the near future
75 locations, designed by award-winning CG artists and more than 500 interactive screens 30 minutes of full screen video Lip

synchronization using phonetic voice analysis Motion captured animation.

The Moment of Silence marries fully-rendered, animated backdrops with a traditional and intuitive adventure interface. The
game mixes real-world locations with fictitious environments to create immersive and incredibly varied worlds.

The Moment of Silence offers more than eight hours of professional voice talent for heart-pounding drama that sounds as good
as it looks. Traditional adventure puzzles are fused with dialogue choices and moments of high drama, putting the game on par

with some of cinema's greatest thrillers, where action sequences are integrated to create a constantly challenging adventure.

Key Features

Absolutely unique, highly immersive espionage thriller story

Pre-rendered backgrounds with spectacular scenes and actions

Reminiscent of The Longest Journey
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Multiple choice dialogues

35+ true-to-life 3D characters with strong biographical background to interact with

Fascinating, well-researched visions of the near future

75 locations, designed by award-winning CG artists and more than 500 interactive screens

30 minutes of full screen video

Lip synchronization using phonetic voice analysis

Motion-captured animation with real-time facial expressions
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Title: The Moment of Silence
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
House of Tales
Publisher:
HandyGames
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2005

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 98 / ME / 2000 / XP / Vista / 7 / 8 32 or 64 bit

Processor: 800 MHz Intel or AMD

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX compliant video card with 64 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 8.1

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible card

Additional Notes: Might not work on Windows 10

English,German,French,Italian,Czech,Polish,Russian
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The game is a little slow in mechanics but it's really fun so it doesn't really bother me. Easy to learn too. I have been looking for
a WW1 strategy game like this. The AI is pretty fair too.. My only hopes is that one day Stotic will give me more than just a
brief smile.. sPaceeeeeeeee. The game is just bad. You do not have the opportunity to exhibit the music. The control is a
disaster.. This game has such a great enjoyable story i hope they make a sequel!
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This is yet another example of Ubisoft's complete lack of capability regarding PC-ports. I tried playing the game on a PC with a
GTX 1050, i7, and 16 GB of DDR4 memory, yet I got a mere 20 FPS on low settings. I'm going to refund this, since it's not
even worth it when 85% off.. Get unity in stead it sucks and you cant do\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in it. It
worked for me, you just have to copy the CD key into Uplay after you've bought it. The DLC files are already in the game, so it
worked instantly after you go in-game, into additional content and then 'redeem code'.

The tracks are excellently designed and have a good range of difficulties as always.. This game doesn't work.

At all.

There is nothing to do at the main screen but click "play game" and have it say you can't... Plus there's no exit button, no options
menu, etc. You have to Alt-F4 out.

http:\/\/prntscr.com\/nl6ije

Literally the game doesn't work.

Plus it auto-opens my SteamVR interface?

This is the same guy that wrote ARK: Eternal mod called "Ark Comes Alive" and left it broken while he accepted donations for
years. I guess he's up to his old tricks. He's a big one on starting a project, then leaving it incomplete.

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!

EDIT: I left some comments on his discussions on Steam to people asking questions about this game that literally doesn't work.
He deleted them. So, really... be careful about buying ANYTHING from this developer.

Proof of which is here: http:\/\/prntscr.com\/nmmuuy and http:\/\/prntscr.com\/nmmypm

Resulting in: http:\/\/prntscr.com\/nmmz12

That's just one of many times he deleted my comments so people don't know his game doesn't work. AVOID THIS
DEVELOPER. Look at his responses to other reviews.. It's a simple game that encloses the field with lines and acquires the
territory. If you know the old game, explain that it is a substream of "Qix" and "Gals Panic".
However, this game is less contrived than these games.
First, since the acquired area is always calculated as a percentage of the rectangle of the whole field, it is irrelevant to the
silhouette of the girl who is the object of capture.
Therefore, all the stages will capture with the same procedure.
Second, the area to acquire is the narrower of the field that devided by line.
The placement of enemies is not taken into consideration.
Therefore, "99% clear" which was possible with "Qix" is impossible.
This limitation makes it a simple task of not playing the game's game.
. it's a book, and I can't read. This game is one of the Greats!! Even though the title has the label early access, the developer has
continued to add content, and refine this gem. I purchased this game when there was just 2 to 3 stages, and 2 playable
characters. This game now has 22 stages, and 4 playable characters that are completely different from one another.

The in-game artstyle is top notch, and I have mentioned this to the dev before. I absolutely love the look of this game. The
stylistic design reminds me of the CGI look of the arcade versions of KIller Instinct, however Pelikan13 has his on awesome
flair to the Takeover. Along with the attention to detail of both stages, and characters, which would put comic covers to shame,
there is a banging soundtrack that correlates perfectly with look, and tempo of this outstanding Beat'em Up.

Gameplay reflects swift, responsive movements, and is reminiscent to any GREAT brawler that you might have encountered in
your lifetime. You have a punch, kick, special, run, and gun attack for each character. This title even has a mode to where you
can play through single player while swapping characters on the fly. A simple double tap of the jump button, and your character
leaps off-screen while your next squad mate bounces into action.
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Mannnn!! I tell you this game is great, and I have yet to regret my purchase!! I purchased this game almost 2 years ago, and have
always kept it on my harddrive to see what great addition Pelikan13 adds to the game. Even though this is early access this feels
complete. I have not encoutered any bugs throughout my 15.9 hours... Just get the game already!!. Cute Outfit , 10\/10
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